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Trade Fairs in Korea / PyeongChang 2018

Liebe Leserinnen und Leser, 
 
genau 30 Jahre nach den Olympischen Spielen 
1988 ist Südkorea 2018 Austragungsort für 
die Olympischen Winterspiele. Entsprechend 
war das Eintreffen des Olympischen Feuers in 
Seoul am 1. November, 100 Tagen vor Beginn 
der Spiele, ein besonderer Moment für das 
Land. Damit auch Sie sich auf den Countdown 
für PyeongChang 2018 vorbereiten können, 
haben wir in diesem Heft Informationen rund 
um die Winterspiele für Sie zusammengestellt.

Nationale Großereignisse wie Olympia 
bringen Vertreter vieler Nationen zusammen 
und geben auch Raum für deutsch-
koreanische Begegnungen in sportlicher, 
kultureller und politischer Hinsicht. Ähnliche 
Ziele, auf wirtschaftlicher Ebene und sehr 
themenfokussiert, verfolgen seit vielen 
Jahrzehnten auch die Organisatoren von 
Messen.

KGCCI DEinternational, die Tochtergesellschaft 
der AHK Korea, ist dem Thema Messen als 
offizielle Auslandsvertretung in Korea für 
die Messe Berlin, Landesmesse Stuttgart 
sowie wichtige Einzelmessen wie Intersolar, 
IAA oder die Spielwarenmesse sehr 
verbunden. Zu unseren Aufgaben gehört 
dabei die Informationsbereitstellung über 
die Messen, Akquise und Unterstützung von 
Fachausstellern sowie Kartenverkäufe und 
Besucherinformation. 

Auch Korea hat sich zu einem spannenden 
Messestandort entwickelt. Die Dezember-
ausgabe des KORUMs befasst sich daher mit 
dem Thema Messen in Korea. Viel Spaß beim 
Lesen.

Schon heute wünschen wir Ihnen schöne 
Weihnachten und einen guten Start in das 
Jahr 2018!

Dear readers,
 
South Korea constitutes the venue of the 
Olympic Winter Games 2018, exactly 30 
years after the Olympic Games in 1988. 
Accordingly, the arrival of the Olympic fire 
in Seoul on November 1st, 100 days prior 
to the beginning of the Games, presented 
a remarkable moment for the country. 
To be prepared for the countdown for 
PyeongChang 2018 we provide you with 
some information on the Winter Games in 
this edition.

Major national events such as Olympia 
connect country representatives and create 
room for German-Korean encounters with 
respect to sportive, cultural and political 
topics. Similar objectives, particularly on 
the business level and in a theme-oriented 
manner, have been pursued by organizers of 
trade fairs for many decades as well. 

KGCCI DEinternational, subsidiary of the 
Korean-German Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry, is closely associated with 
the topic “trade fairs” as official foreign 
representation in Korea for the Messe Berlin, 
Landesmesse Stuttgart as well as IAA and 
Spielwarenmesse. Our scope of services 
includes provision of information about 
the trade fairs, acquisition and support of 
exhibitors as well as the sale of tickets and 
providing information for visitors.

Korea has also emerged as an exciting trade 
fair location. Thus, the December issue of 
KORUM deals with the topic trade fairs in 
Korea. Enjoy reading!

We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year in 2018!

Barbara Zollmann  

Geschäftsführerin
AHK Korea / KGCCI

Kommentar

Do you follow us on Facebook?
www.facebook.com/kgcci
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6  Schwerpunkt

19  Wirtschaft und Branchen

Trade fairs represent promising platforms for the creation of new 
ideas, acquisition of potential customers and ongoing industrial 
developments. Companies from all over the world use the chance to 
establish contacts and to increase global recognition as well as brand 
awareness. Besides KINTEX and Coex, South Korea offers a wide range 
of exhibition centers throughout the country and attracts companies 
from all over the world. 

With the substantial support of the South Korean government, the 
multinational electronic company LG recently initiated a 525 million 
USD investment project to restructure their production plant in 
Changwon into an efficient ‘Smart Factory’. During the next five years, 
the electronic giant will implement sophisticated modernization and 
automation measures in their production lines in order to enhance their 
output capacity, achieve greater responsiveness to demand volatility, 
and to establish an eco-conscious operational foundation for the 
future.  

22  PyeongChang Special

The 2018 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games in PyeongChang 
will take place from February 9th to 25th, 2018 and from March 9th to 
18th, 2018 respectively. With the cooperation of diverse organizations 
including  German Olympic Sports Confederation (DOSB) and German 
Paralympic Committee (DBS), athletes, business partners, journalists 
and enterprises can help to enjoy networking opportunities in 
PyeongChang. Well-established infrastructures such as transportation 
system and accommodations will lead the PyeongChang 2018 Olympic 
and Paralympic Winter Games to success. 
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The Korean exhibition industry began to develop in earnest with 
the opening of the Korea Convention & Exhibition Center (former 
KOEX) in 1979. As of October 2017, there are 14 exhibition centers 
and 275,239m² of exhibition space nationwide. KINTEX (Ilsan, 
Gyeonggi-do), the biggest exhibition center in Korea, has world-
class competitiveness with a total exhibition area of   108,000m². 
In addition, approximately 570 exhibitions are held annually, and 
more than 2,000 exhibition companies (including organizers and 
service providers) are in business. Compared to 2006, the exhibition 
space and the number of exhibitions increased by 166% and 161%, 
respectively.

The trend of the Korean exhibition industry is as follows. First of 
all, the exhibition center, which is the hardware of the exhibition 
industry, is continuously expanding through new construction and 
expansion. The expansion of several existing exhibition centers, 
such as Songdo ConvensiA (Songdo, Incheon), CECO (Changwon, 
Gyeongnam) and EXCO (Daegu), are already completed or scheduled 
to be within a few years. Moreover, new exhibition centers will 
be constructed in Suwon and Ulsan. In the past, the exhibition 
center only played the role as the place where exhibition and 
convention events are held. Nowadays, however, it becomes a 
means of improving the competitiveness and brand value of the 
local area, such as enhancing the city image and the center of 
cultural activities for the local residents. This is the reason for the 
upsurge of newly-constructed exhibition centers. 

Secondly, the trade fair, which is the software of the exhibition 
industry, can be described as the enhancement of capital goods 
exhibitions, and the increase in the number of consumer goods 

and general exhibitions. Due to the nature of the capital goods 
exhibition, new exhibitions can not be easily created, and existing 
ones are going through stages of globalization and enlargement. 
In the case of Seoul International Manufacturing Technology Show 
(SIMTOS), the representative Korean exhibition which was firstly 
held in 1984,  has grown to become a world-class exhibition with 
more than 1,000 exhibitors and over 600 foreign ones, using the 
whole exhibition space of KINTEX. For consumer goods exhibition, 
'Cafe Show Seoul' (the world's largest coffee-specialized exhibition), 
'Home and Table Deco Fair' (interior-specialized exhibition) and 
'Illustration Fair' (design-specialized exhibition) are held.

Finally, the exhibition company trend can be summarized as foreign 
organizer's establishment of Korean branch and joint venture 
company, business expansion of domestic organizers to overseas, 
and promotion of domestic exhibitions M & A. Specifically, Reed 
Exhibitions, UBM, and Messe Frankfurt, which are the world's first 
to third largest organizers in terms of sales, have established their 
Korean branches and joint venture companies, such as Reed Coex 
and Reed K.Fairs. In addition, organizers such as Coex, KINTEX, 
EXPORUM, and Segefairs, have expanded their business to China, 
Vietnam, Singapore and Thailand. The organizer, called e-Sang 
Networks, merged and acquired exhibitions, like Korea Babyfair and 
Seoul Build. 

The future of the Korean exhibition market is promising in terms 
of the internal factors and the external environment. For internal 
factors, the exhibition space will be expanded to a great extent. Last 
year, the area around Coex was designated as Seoul International 
District. By 2025, the space linking Samsung-dong and Jamsil will 
be developed as an exhibition convention center, hotel, shopping 
mall, and sports complex. Furthermore, KINTEX will be transformed 
into an extensive exhibition center with an exhibition space of   
178,000m² with an additional 70,000m². Also, the exhibition market 
will be expanded by organizers. KINTEX initiated to expand the 
market by holding an exhibition, such as 'Inside 3D Printing', 'Robo 
Universe' and 'Inside Bitcoins', in cooperation with Rising Media 
and Meckler Media. Those exhibitions are co-hosted with relevant 
conferences. In addition, JEC Group hosted Composite Materials 
Industry Exhibition (JEC Asia) in Korea from 2017, which used to 
be held in Singapore, and Reed Exhibition Korea launched a Korean 
version of Comic Con, a world-wide pop culture festival including 
games, movies, and characters, which attracts many visitors. This 
trend is expected to continue in the future.

The external environment of exhibition industry is also favorable.  
Three major credit rating agencies, including Pitch, Moody's, and 
the S & P, all announced that Korea's national credit rating will 
be kept 'stable'. In economic terms, thanks to the boom in the 

Korea Exhibition Industry, What's Next? 
Whan Oh

Coex Now copyright: AKEI
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semiconductor, petroleum and steel industries, Korea is expected to 
recover $1 trillion in trade again since 2014. As the trade market is 
still solid, it is expected to have a positive impact on the exhibition 
industry as well. In the legal and institutional environment, support 
of small and medium sized enterprises is strengthened along with 
the establishment of the Ministry of SMEs and Startups. It is 
expected that companies will be more interested in participating 
in domestic and foreign exhibitions, which are the representative 
means of market development. 

According to OECD STAN database, OECD countries are going 
through de-industrialization in which the relative weight of 
manufacturing industry is shrinking and that of service industry is 
increasing as the industrial structure is advanced. As of 2015, the 
service sector in business area accounts for more than 71% in OECD 

countries, whereas only 59.4% in Korea. Korea should also put more 
emphasis on the service sector. The exhibition industry is the one 
that grows based on the manufacturing industry, as seen in the 
case of Germany. Moreover, it is a high-value-added service industry 
which has 5 positive effects, including export promotion, domestic 
demand, job creation, regional economic growth and tourism 
revitalization. This is why the exhibition industry is still important 
and the governmental interest is constantly needed, even in the era 
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. 

Schwerpunkt

Whan Oh   

Assistant Manager
Association of Korea Exhibition Industry (AKEI)

Coex Past and Future copyright: AKEI

1979

2025
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KINTEX (Korea International Exhibition Center) is the Korean 
government‘s ambitious investment in the trade show and 
convention industry. During the mid-1990s, the government 
introduced a plan to invest in this gigantic building project in 
the metropolitan area and later confirmed Goyang City located 
in Gyeonggi Province, Korea’s most populated province, as the 
location. Then Gyeonggi province governor and current president 
of KINTEX, Chang Yuel Lim, played an active role in attracting 
the exhibition center project to Goyang City. Through a location 
viability study conducted by global consulting firms including 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Goyang was officially assessed as an 
economic base for a future unified Korea. 
 
KINTEX is a 20 minute drive from central Seoul, 40 minutes from 
Incheon International Airport, 20 minutes from Gimpo Airport, and 
a roughly 80 minute drive from the now closed Gaeseong Industrial 
Complex situated in North Korea. Goyang City is a well known 
leisure town which features Korea's largest lake park, world heritage 
sites including two large well preserved royal tombs, parks and a 
historic fortress. The city has now become one of Asia‘s leading 
ICT/broadcasting technology hubs and Korea’s smart city test 
bed nurtured by the government. With its advantageous location 
adjacent to Seoul and other surrounding big cities, Gimpo, Paju and 
Incheon, KINTEX, Korea's largest convention and exhibition venue, 
was announced as Korea's 3rd most visited tourism destination in 
the Korean press. 

A core part of the KINTEX marketing strategy, internationally 
known as 'K Formula', is the incubation of promising national and 

international exhibitions and conventions. Through the process 
of incubating and co-organizing new shows, PR and promotion 
support utilizing the venue's promotional channels, and co-location 
opportunities with other proven events, our guest show organizers 
have gradually started to hold more and larger exhibitions thus 
contributing to the growth of KINTEX sales revenue, net profit and 
hall occupany rate. Today, KINTEX stages about 130 exhibitions, 100 
events and over 1,100 conferences and meetings per year, including 
Korea's top 7 trade shows such as Seoul Motor Show (about 
80,000sqm/gross), Seoul Food (about 95,000sqm/gross), and the 
Seoul International Machine Tool Show (about 108,000sqm/gross), 
as well as not a few large scale corporate conventions, scientific 
congresses, incentive events and more. 

As a leading trade show and convention organizer, KINTEX is 
collaborating with promising industry exhibition organizers from 
around the world. KINTEX jointly organizes shows and conferences 
with other global and Korean organizers in the areas of disruptive 
technologies, smart city, shop/retail technology, safety and security, 
food and food machinery, boat and leisure, automotive, babies & 
kids, Christmas gifts/events/decorations, and many more. In many 
cases, this kind of collaboration helps global organizers to enter 
the Korean market with reduced local business risk and successfully 
glocalize their shows and conferences. 

Joint organization and operation of international trade shows 
can be a good start for international organizers who lack a sales 
office in Korea. KINTEX helps to build large-scale sales, marketing 
databases, conducts joint research on each market segment to 

KINTEX and the Korean Trade Show & Convention 
Industry 
Phil Chung 

KINTEX copyright: KINTEX
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ensure that the target markets are viable for joint marketing and 
also to recruit exhibitors. Organizers can obtain local knowledge 
and accumulate a database through this collaboration, with the 
next stage being the attraction of more global brand shows and 
conferences to KINTEX. Of course, even if organizers wish to remain 
as a guest event, KINTEX can actively support their independent 
organization of tradeshows in without KINTEX collaboration. In this 
light, the organizer can add more new events to their portfolios 
and thus thrive into the Korean market, which will result in better 
international marketing opportunities in Korea through this type of 
business collaboration. 

In addition, KINTEX has recently started organizing trade shows in 
other countries via various forms of joint ventures with relevant 
international and local organizers, or even with other governmental 
agencies, particularly those in the trade promotion sectors of 

Korea Electronics Association (KEA) was founded for electronic and 
IT firm based industries’ construction of environment and to provide 
support for members of their association. Established in 1976, KEA 
has been a recognized leader in this industry. KEA has provided aid 
and assistance to enterprise operations fundamentals, members to 
fallow environmental restrictions, provide infield training, energy 
related maintenances, professional consulting, and other diverse 
values contributing to business, all the while mediating in conflicts 
such as copyright infringements.

The Korean electronics industry has recorded an unprecedented 
growth in the world for the past six decades since the development 
of a tube radio in 1959. Specifically, Korea is a global market leader 
in IT products including smartphone, digital TV, semiconductor, 
display, and others. Also, the export volume of electronics industry 
has grown substantially to record $160 billion in 2016, from $10 
billion in 1987 and the industry has established itself as a main 
driver of Korea’s economic growth by accounting for 33% of the 
total exports.

Currently, Korea’s electronics and IT industry is facing new 
challenges due to the emergence of fourth industrial revolution 
characterized by a convergence as well as an adoption of smart 
technologies in traditional manufacturing and service areas. Hence, 
the electronics and IT industry is focusing its efforts to increase 
added value of products by actively adopting new technologies such 
as artificial intelligence, big data, Internet of Things (IoT) and to 
enter into new business areas by converging with other industries 
including automobiles, energy, and construction.

promising markets. With surging demand from outside, KINTEX has 
decided to launch K Beauty Expo in several promising Asian markets 
deemed to have sufficient interest in Korean beauty, cosmetics 
and wellness products and services. K Beauty Expo was launched 
through support from international organizers like the Informa 
Group in Thailand, Vietnam and Taipei last year, while management 
is planning to organize more events in other attractive markets such 
as Hong Kong. By organizing and launching KINTEX brand shows 
starting from the beauty sector, KINTEX is aiming to bring more 
direct marketing exposure to many cities that welcome Korean 
products, services, and culture.   

As the largest organization representing Korea’s electronics & IT 
industries, KEA has been implementing projects for developing 
these industries since its inception in 1976. KEA has strived to 
contribute to the healthy development of the electronics & IT 
industries and national economy, encompassing activities such as 
building of industrial infrastructure support, market development, 
marketing and R&D support, system improvement, policy research, 
and fostering of friendship between members.

KEA’s mission is to improve service and profitability for members. 
As the hub organization of the electronics & IT industries, KEA shall 
take the lead in delivering new values and increasing profitability to 
its members by implementing the IT Convergence Diffusion Strategy, 
improving the system, leading the international standardization, 
rendering support to members involved in patent disputes, training 
manpower, dealing with environmental and trade matters and 
actively developing new projects. 

KES (Korea Electronics Show) is called CES in Korean and presents 
the largest electronic and IT exhibition in Korea. It is hosted by the 
Korea Electronics Association (KEA). Since its foundation in 1969, 
the KES is held annually and marked this year in 2017 its 48th 
edition which was held from October 17th to 20th at COEX Seoul 
under the title of ‘Convergence and Innovation, Opening the Future’. 

More than 500 global companies and a wide range of promising SMEs 
from 17 nations around the world participated in the exhibition in 
order to introduce the latest products and simultaneously promote 
superintelligence and hyperconnectivity technologies (AI, IoT, 5G). 

Phil Chung   

Sr. Director of Convention
Business Development
KINTEX

Review of Korea Electronics Show (KES) 2017 
Kwang Rae, Jang 
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Prime goal is it to develop the ability to thrive upcoming industries 
in the future. This occurrence allowed the more than 63,000 visitors 
to experience respective technologies and services within the 
framework of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The convergent 
products introduced at the exhibition were more extensive and 
diverse than ever before. Moreover, the exhibition proves to take its 
presence as a platform to facilitate convergence with many other 
industries going beyond the boundary of electronics and IT.

The followings states the most eye catching features of the 
exhibition introduced at KES this year. The first one was the 
automobile convergence. The exhibition introduced the latest 
trend of automobile industries, electronics and IT to present future 
convergence models with the display of Mercedes Benz, Germany, 
Power Plaza, the first developer of commercial electronic truck in 
Korea and Driver Monitoring System (DMS) of XPERI, and the parent 
group of DTS, the world’s best sound solution provider. Second, 
was the dissemination of applications of IoT. At the exhibition, 
diverse IoT convergence products and services were introduced 
by using the IoT platform ‘ARTIK’. The IoT Home Network System, 
which presents a smart home service of GES installed with IoT 
sensors designed to ensure safety, conservation and convenience at 
home, was also displayed. Furthermore, there was an introduction 
of a mobile car management service of ‘Mind Ease’ designed 
to provide locationbased car management services as well as 
of a public/industrial security ICT digital lock of ‘Platform Base’ 
comprising core technologies which will help to drive the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution. The third remarkable feature was the AIbased 
home electronics. These types of electronics strive to find the 
optimal solution by deeplearning. However, a wide range of diverse 
home electronics and related future technologies with the aim to 
improve life quality by being connected to smart home services 
were empathically presented. They were based on real time data 
based on the users’ life style and environments collected through 
various sensors and the Internet.

Fourth was the experience based augmented reality. Within the VR 
shopping mall, which presents a place to enjoy shopping in virtual 
reality, the ‘Skonec Entertainment’ initiated the world’s first VR 

gun shooting. At this occasion, ‘Innosimulation’ introduced several 
car, railway and heavy equipment simulators to enable training or 
practicing in the field of safe virtual reality. ‘Cloudgate’ showed a 
screen sports system to help users enjoy various sports games like 
baseball, using AI simulator and super speed camera sensors. These 
items intended to catch the full attention of visitors. 

In addition, 13 creative and innovative products from 11 companies, 
which were reward with the KES innovation reward, caught the 
attention of visitors by using LCoS laser light for the first time in the 
world and 30.2-ch STA Private Theater. 

Leading global companies including Mercedes Benz and Intel 
participated in the opening keynote to share their vision and 
future strategies for the Fourth Industrial Revolution, focusing on 
autonomous driving. The outstanding event enjoyed great success 
and attracted almost 700 audiences to register in advance to join 
the event.

During the exhibition period, more than 50 diverse sideline events 
were held, including conferences, seminars, export meetings with 
buyers, and investment attraction events. KES was also covered by 
many leading media agencies, more than 600 times.

The exhibitor that enjoyed by far the biggest attention at KES 
this year was Mercedes Benz. As the automaker participated in 
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opening keynote as well as the main exhibition, they received the 
key attention of visitors at the exhibition as well as the highest 
media coverage. The participants from the German headquarters 
of Mercedes Benz showed their interest in exploring new partners 
among large Korean enterprises and upcoming startups under 
the premise to jointly develop future cars. The resulting effecting 
surpassed all prior expectations. 

KEA is undertaking sweeping efforts to develop KES into a globally 
recognized exhibition like IFA, CES and MWC and consistently 
builds partnerships with the organizers of these global exhibitions. 
The association is especially maintaining close and consistent 
cooperation with ‘Messe Berlin’, the organizer of IFA, in order to 
share valuable knowhow regarding exhibition operations and seek 
related win-win opportunities. Persuading participating companies 
from one exhibition to also take part at the counterpart event 
belongs to one major effort. 

Since 2006, KEA has successfully participated in the IFA every 
year in close collaboration with the KGCCI, the representative of 
‘Messe Berlin’ in Korea. It can be said that the Korean Pavilion at 
IFA is used a favorable platform where KEA presents sophisticated 

technology of Korean SME’s and simultaneously provides SME’s 
substantial opportunities to meet global buyers at the leading 
trade fair for consumer electronics. Given the support from KEA 
and KGCCI, the coexhibitors have so far achieved successful 
outcomes through their participation at IFA. From this year, on 
KEA has its joint exhibition at IFA Global Markets in order to put 
emphasis in the B2B sector of IFA. On this matter they have also 
received great feedback. For example, ‘AVA Vision’, one of the 
coexhibitors of the Korean pavilion, was pleased by their remarkable 
success of acquiring a host of new healthier buyers by exhibiting 
products such as this year the socalled ‘Touch Table’ which provides 
preloaded educational entertainment content. However, the Korean 
Pavilion will constantly be organized at IFA in order to ensure the 
demonstration of Korean electronics technological developments. 
The vigorous cooperation between KGCCI and KEA will also 
continue to support the Korean exhibitors in the most effective 
manner. 

Kwang-Rae Jang    

Director   
Exhibition & Marketing Center
Korea Electronics Association (KEA)

 

Trade fairs have always been an 
attractive platform for exposing 
new ideas and sophisticated 
technology, which according 
to Albert Einstein stem from 
curiosity and fantasy. In fact, 
every trade fair edition reflects 
industrial developments of the 
respective year. Very often, 

trade fairs go down in history, like the 7th Edition of IFA with a 
keynote speech of Albert Einstein in 1930. 

Various international industry trade fairs take place in Germany. The 
fair is employed as a valuable platform and opportunity for almost all 
leading Korean companies as well as startups to present their products, 
meet customers, and experience new trends and innovations. 

KGCCI DEinternational is the official foreign representative of Korea 
for the Messe Berlin, Spielwarenmesse, Landesmesse Stuttgart, 
Intersolar, and IAA. Providing an overview and transparency of the 
respective trade fairs and resolutely supporting the participation of 
exhibitors and visitors  belongs to our prime tasks. 

More precisely, when it comes to exhibitor service we are mainly 
concerned with the planning and organization of the exhibition 
process including the provision of assistance and arrangements 
as well as with press and cost related issues. Our visitor service 
includes providing information on trade fairs and programs, selling 
entrance tickets, and dealing with inquiries on accommodation and 
travel-related issues. Regarding the media service, we deliver press 
releases and press photos. 

IFA  

Electronics present one of the key industries 
in Korea, rendering the IFA as one of the 
most important trade fairs in Korea. Many 

competitive Korean companies including Samsung, LG and small 
and medium-sized enterprises participate in IFA annually. As 
an official partner of the IFA, ‘Korea Electronics Association’ 
organizes the Korea pavilion for small companies. IFA Berlin 
provides a huge boost for both, manufacturers and retailers in the 
crucial runup to the holiday period, which runs from Thanksgiving 

Trade Fair Services at KGCCI   
KGCCI 

Albert Einstein at the opening of the 7th 
German Radio Show (today IFA)
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in the United States all the way to Christmas and New Year. 
This year, the IFA in Berlin comprised 1,805 exhibitors. Korean 
companies benefit from this remarkable opportunity by receiving 
miscellaneous order contracts. Once, a manufacturer of magnetic 
charger for smartphone for example joined the Korea pavilion 
and subsequently received a visit from Biltema and Conrad at the 
booth. Today, this manufacturer distributes its products to both of 
these prominent European retailers. 
IFA: 2018.08.31 – 09.05 (jekang@kgcci.com)

InnoTrans 

InnoTrans is the leading international trade fair for 
transport technology which takes places every two 
years in Berlin. InnoTrans is subdivided into five 
trade fair segments: Railway Technology, Railway 

Infrastructure, Public Transport, Interiors and Tunnel Construction. 
A unique feature of InnoTrans is its outdoor and track display area, 
where everything from tank wagons to highspeed trains is displayed 
on 3,500 metres of track. Hyundai Rotem, the leading rolling stock 
manufacturer in Korea, holds a huge individual booth at InnoTrans, 
as well as several other companies including Yujin Machinery 
and Woojin Industrial Systems. The Korea rolling stock industries 
association organizes the Korean pavilion, while the Korea Railway 
Association organizes delegation trips to InnoTrans for their member 
companies.  
InnoTrans: 2018.09.18 – 09.21 (jekang@kgcci.com)

FRUIT LOGISTICA 

FRUIT LOGISTICA covers every single sector 
of the fresh produce business and provides 
a complete picture of the latest innovations, 

products and services at every link in the international supply 
chain. Every year, 3.077 exhibitors and 76.000 visitors attend 
FRUIT LOGISTICA to realize their full business potential within the 
international fresh produce trade. Leading exporters for mushroom 
like Hansarang’, Quali Korea and some seed companies participate 
here. Sunforest, leading company in the field of nondestructive 
measurement of fruits’ maturity and sweetness, also joins the fair. 
ASIA FRUIT LOGISTICA takes place every September in Hong Kong. 
This year, a total of 813 exhibitors from 43 different countries took 
part. From the 24 national pavilions the aT (Korea Agro-Fisheries & 

Food Trade Corp.) constitute the Korean representation. 
Fruit Logistica: 2018.02.07 – 02.09 (jekang@kgcci.com)

ITB 

Nearly five decades have passed since ITB Berlin’s 
advent– within this period, the tourism industry turned 
into one of the world’s most important economic 
factors. Today, ITB Berlin represents the leading trade 
show of the worldwide travel industry and, at the same 
time, the biggest travel show for the German public. In 
2017, a total of 10,000 companies and organizations 

from 184 countries exhibited their products and services to around 
169,000 visitors, who included 109,000 trade visitors. The ‘Korea 
Tourism Organization’ manages Korean pavilion every year in order 
to promote Korea as a travel destination. However, after ITB Asia 
was launched in Singapore in 2008, it also positioned itself as 
Asia’s leading trade travel show. The event hosted about 940 
exhibitors from 113 countries. There were over 22,000 business 
appointments recorded during the show. While ‘Korea Tourism 
Organization’ organized and provided the Korean pavilion, Seoul 
Tourism Organization, Jeju Convention & Visitor Bureau and Hana 
Tour arranged each an individual booth.   
ITB Berlin: 2018.03.07 – 03.11 (jekang@kgcci.com)
  
 
Spielwarenmesse®

For the toy sector, we are representing 
the Spielwarenmesse® and stationery 
sector the Insights-X. With nearly 70 
years history, Spielwarenmesse® 

constitutes the most cardinal event in the toy industry. 
Approximately 2,900 exhibitors from more than 60 countries 
introduce a wide range of their novelties and around one million 
products. More than 72,000 trade visitors from over 120 countries 
enjoy the fair’s great enthusiasm each year. Since 1972, Korea Toy 
Industry Cooperative (KOTOY) has run the Korean national pavilion on 
the fair with the prime objective to spur the import volume of Korean 
small and medium-sized businesses and to encourage them to learn 
and exchange their products and ideas with other international 
players in the respective industry. Korea Culture Content Agency 
(KOCCA) has additionally conducted the Korean national pavilion 
over the last three years in order to highlight the outstanding 
character toys created by Korean companies. Most remarkable, was 
the growth in the number of Korean exhibitors and visitors in 2017 
by twice (or 100%) compared to ten years ago. In 2017, 56 Korean 
exhibitors and roughly 850 Korean visitors participated in this show. 
Additionally, regarding Insights-X we initiated our organizational 
work in this year. It presents the newly launched trade fair designed 
for paper, office supplies and stationery which is held every year in 
October. This year was the 3rd edition.
Spielwarenmesse: 2018.01.31 – 02.04 (sjlee@kgcci.com)
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IAA

Automotive definitely constitutes 
one of the key industries in Korea. 
On this occasion, we present the 

official representative of IAA in Korea as a cooperation partner 
of VDA (German Association of the Automotive Industry). The 
IAA is the largest automotive trade fair in the world for both, the 
passenger cars and commercial vehicles. Given the increasing 
number of visitors and exhibitors in the early 1990s, the IAA 
was divided into one trade show for passenger cars and one 
for commercial vehicles, which now take place alternately: In 
oddnumbered years the IAA Cars is held in Frankfurt and 
in evennumbered years the IAA Commercial Vehicles is held in 
Hannover. KGCCI has been managing Korean delegation trips to 
Germany since 2010 and arranging diverse programs for Korean 
suppliers to bring actual results, which include completion of the 
cooperation MoUs with autoclusters of the major German states, 
B2B meetings with German car makers and suppliers as well as 
visiting the IAA. Subsequently, KGCCI has successfully operated 
Korean joint booths with partners like Jeonbuk Technopark and 
Hwasung city at the IAA and has also realized a successful Jeonbuk 
joint booth at the NACV (North American Commercial Vehicles) 
show this year, which was held for the first time in Atlanta and 
organized by Deutsche Messe AG. Three exhibitors of this joint 
booth have achieved to sign contracts with an expected order 
volume of about 2 million US$. 
IAA: 2018.09.20 – 09.27 (shpark@kgcci.com)

R+T (Landesmesse Stuttgart)

Since 2008, we are the official representative of 
Landesmesse Stuttgart for Korea. R+T is the leading 
trade fair in the field of roller shutter, door/gate and 
sun protection system worldwide and one of the 
most successful exhibitions in which many related 
Korean enterprises are highly interested. With more 

than 50 years of German history, R+T also expanded to Asia and 
South America. This year, more than 30% of total exhibition area 
of R+T Asia in China is occupied by Korean exhibitors. In 2016, 
R+T South America launched in Sao Paulo. At this first edition, 
Korean exhibitors occupied more than 20% of total exhibition 
area and were ranked as the no.1 foreign exhibiting country in 
the field of blind. Given the huge historical importance of the 
Korean silk and textile industry as well as the Korean economic 
development plan from the 60’s comprising large investments in 
factories and processing infrastructure, the Korean industrial textile 
manufacturers will advance abroad and stick to their No.1 position 
in this industrial field.
R+T Stuttgart: 2018.02.27 – 03.03 (ymkim@kgcci.com)

Intersolar & The Smarter E

Intersolar Europe annually takes place 
in Munich and presents the world’s 
leading exhibition for the solar 
industry, Ees Europe for batteries and 

energy storage systems respectively. This year, 1,091 exhibitors 
displayed their new products at this event. Besides Intersolar Europe, 
there are also Intersolar North America, India and South America. 
Considering the diversity and complexity of the new energy world, 
it is even more crucial to present renewable and intelligent energy 
solutions linking all sectors with a practical and futureoriented focus. 
From 2018, the organizers of Intersolar and ees therefore will take 
the logical step to combine all topics and events concerning the new 
energy world under a new umbrella called “The smarter E”. This will 
act as a strong link between Intersolar, ees and the new EM-Power 
(sensible energy consumption in the field of buildings and industries) 
and Power2Drive (Mobile power consumption) exhibitions. In 2017, 
Korean Energy Agency, Korea Battery Industry Association and 
Chungcheongbuk-do Business Agency organized the Korean pavilion 
at Intersolar Europe and ees North America. 
The Smarter E (Intersolar Europe, ees Europe, EM Power, 
Power2Dirve Europe) : 2018.06.20 – 22 (jhjeong@kgcci.com)

Schwerpunkt

Publication

Messen 
Made in Germany 
2017 ∙ 2018
Language: Korean
Order: www.korea.ahk.de
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The Korean food industry has significantly enjoyed a remarkable 
growth rate over the last few decades. With an import volume of 
approximately 23 billion USD in 2016 and a prospected growth 
increase of 12% in 2017, Korea presents a vast import platform on 
the global stage. Furthermore, it is expected that K-food (Korean 
food) will open an era of 9 billion USD in exports. Given these global 
market developments, Coex has organized its international food and 
beverage exhibition ‘Food Week Korea’ since 2006 in Seoul, South 
Korea. Coex is the biggest exhibition center in Seoul and has received 
as the first and only convention and exhibition center in Korea the 
“Outstanding Venue Award” from AFEACA (Asian Federation of 
Exhibition and Convention Associations) in September 2017. 

The prime inducements of this trade fair are to learn and exchange 
the various market trends as well as to build a stronger partnership 
between domestic and international companies. Therefore, ‘Food 

Week Korea’ offers diverse exhibit items such as food and beverage, 
machinery and kitchen utensils, food packaging and food safety, 
and other food industry related conferences. 

Food Week Korea 2017

Food Week Korea is an UFI approved International Food & Beverage 
exhibition which has received the Expo Industry Development Prize 
Brand Expo Field Prize in 2012. 

In 2016, the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy has chosen the 
fair as one of promising future expos, implying its growing influence 
at the global stage. 

In its 12th edition, Food Week Korea 2017 ended in a huge success 
with a great number of special events including the global forum, 
strategic seminars, and conferences related to the food industry. 
With a total of 861 companies from 27 countries, thereof 139 
overseas companies presenting a proportion of 16%, Food Week 
welcomed over 50,000 visitors. 

The theme of this year’s show, “A Banquet for the World”, was 
celebrated by each of the ASEAN countries. Here, 100 exhibitors 
from the respective ten ASEAN member states displayed their exotic 
food and beverage products to the domestic and international 
buyers and visitors.

Celebrating the 60th anniversary of Korea-Turkey Diplomatic 
ties, the Turkish Exporters' Association (EIB) and Cereals, Pulses, 
Oil Seeds and Products Exporters' Association presented a food 

Food Week Korea 2018 
“A Banquet for the World”

The scent of delicacies from around the world will fill the halls (whole 
exhibition venues) of Coex November 28th – December 1st 2018 when the 

13th Food Week Korea opens its doors.
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demonstration with the purpose of national promotion. The smell 
of bread they baked in the hall fascinated the people and was also 
enough to take public's spotlight during the exhibition period. Also, 
national pavilions from Canada, Spain, Malaysia, and Japan helped 
make Food Week a lively celebration of international cuisine.

About 100 overseas companies, including buyer delegations from 
Japan, Iran, India, and Hong Kong attended the 1:1 Biz-matching 
program held from 25th to 28th October. They were matched with 
Korean exhibitors and more than 600 meetings took place during 
those two days. 

Based on the survey conducted on the last day of the exhibition, 
70% of exhibitors were satisfied with the show and 63% of them 
desired to exhibit again at Food Week Korea in 2018. Above all, the 
overall foreign participants’ goal was to meet Korean buyers, and 
70% of them told that they were able to accomplish this goal at 
Food Week Korea 2017. 

Food Week Korea 2017 was sponsored by Korea Food Industry 
Association(KFIA) and Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Affairs, Seoul Metropolitan Government, Rural Develpomemt 
Administration,  Korea Agency of HACCP Accreditation and Services, 
Korea Food Research Institute. 

Next year, the event will host more than 1,000 companies from 40 
different countries in the Coex exhibition center’s entire Halls from 
A to D. 

Benefits for both, Exhibitors and Buyers at Food 
Week Korea 2018

Exhibitors will experience a true “Banquet for the World” with 
varieties of co-located shows including Food Week Global, the 
Dessert Show, the Food Trend Show, and the Kitchen Fair.

With more than 22,000 buyers including CJ, Lotte, Shinsegae, 
Samsung, Hyundai, and GS, Food Week 2018 will provide incredible 
business opportunities for those looking to enter the global market. 

Moreover, Food Week Korea focuses on establishing networks, 
exchanging new technologies and food market trends.

Buyers at Food Week Korea 2018 may participate in one-on-one 
business matching program. Through the 1:1 Biz-matching program, 
buyers can meet Korean food industry related companies who 
are seeking for further connection in the world. For buyer groups 
of at least 10 members from international trade associations or 
government organizations can attend Food Week Korea 2018 as 
part of an official delegation group and are entitled to following 
benefits:

•  3 nights of accommodations for delegation members at designated 
hotel

•  Round trip flight ticket for the delegation representative (economy 
class)

•  Personalized letter of invitation to accompany your visa application 
• Translation Services (English, Japanese, Chinese)
•  Access to all concurrent events including VIP events a Food Week 

Korea
• Buyer Kit (show directory, lunch coupon, buyer's badge)
• Pre-arranged 1:1 Biz-Matching Program

Registration for Food Week Korea 2018 is 
now open on our official website (http://
koreafoodweek.com/exhibitor-registration/). 
For more information about Food Week Korea 
2018, please visit the show website (www.
koreafoodweek.com) or contact the Secretariat by 
email (foodweek.info@coex.co.kr). 

For all inquiries please contact:
Food Week Korea Secretariat

T. 82-2-6000-8160
E. foodweek.info@coex.co.kr
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Geschäftspartnerschaften werden entweder gezielt aufgebaut, 
z.B. mit Hilfe der AHK Korea (KGCCI), oder häufig resultieren 
sie auch aus zufälligen Begegnungen wie auf Messen. Dieser 
Artikel möchte einige Hinweise zu rechtlichen Themen geben, 
die im Zusammenhang mit der Geschäftsanbahnung mit neuen 
Geschäftspartnern eine Rolle spielen könnten. 

Zunächst empfiehlt es sich, eine Prüfung der möglichen neuen 
Lieferanten, Kunden oder Vertriebspartnern vorzunehmen. Dies 
beginnt mit  einfachen Internet-Recherchen, wobei aber auch hier 
ein wenig Unterstützung von kundigen Personen vor Ort nützlich 
sein kann, z.B. wegen einschlägiger Markt- oder Sprachkenntnisse. 
Auch die Möglichkeit der Kontaktaufnahme zu gemeinsamen 
Bekannten oder Geschäftspartnern sollte genutzt werden, 
um Näheres über das avisierte Unternehmen zu erfahren. Die 
Aussagekraft von Wirtschaftsauskünften hingegen ist vor allem bei 
kleineren Unternehmen oft sehr begrenzt.

Sind Geschäftsbereiche oder Industrien betroffen, in denen ein erhöhtes 
Risiko für Korruption besteht (z.B. Berater- oder Handelsvertreter-
Verträge, Rüstungs- oder Bauindustrie), kann eine Compliance Due 
Diligence sinnvoll sein. Durch eine Recherche zum Unternehmen und 
die Identifizierung von möglichen Risikofaktoren wird zunächst die 
Gefahrneigung festgestellt. Anschließend können in einem späteren 
Vertrag dem Vertragspartner die Beachtung von Compliance-
Vorschriften und das Einräumen von Audit-Rechten auferlegt 
werden.

Verträge – MOUs und NDAs

Verträge, die in einer frühen Phase einer Geschäftsbeziehung oft 
zur Anwendung kommen, sind naturgemäß das Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU bzw. Letter of Intent/LOI/Absichtserklärungen) 
und Geheimhaltungsvereinbarungen (Non-Disclosure Agreements/

NDA). Grundsätzlichen können Verträge – und sollten auch – mit 
koreanischen Partnern in englischer Sprache verfasst sein. Dies 
ist auch dann möglich, wenn dem Vertrag koreanisches Recht 
zugrunde liegt. Bei mehrsprachig verfassten Verträgen sollte die 
englischsprachige Fassung die maßgebende sein. Die Verwendung 
einer englischen Fassung erleichtert nicht nur die Handhabung 
zwischen den Vertragsparteien, sondern verursacht auch deutlich 
weniger Aufwand und Kosten bei späteren Streitigkeiten und 
Gerichtsverfahren. Denn während die Handhabung einer 
koreanischen Sprachfassung für ein ausländisches Unternehmen 
offensichtlich wenig praktikabel ist, verursacht auch eine deutsche 
Sprachfassung meist deutlich mehr Aufwand.

Hinsichtlich der Gefahr von Streitigkeiten bei der Auslegung 
von Vertragskonditionen muss gerade beim Memorandum of 
Understanding immer wieder betont werden, dass nicht die 
Bezeichnung des Dokuments, sondern der tatsächliche Inhalt 
der vereinbarten Vorschriften ausschlaggebend ist. Sollte also 
ein Maßnahmenkatalog so verfasst sein, dass sich daraus 
Verpflichtungen ableiten lassen, kann sich eine Vertragspartei 
möglicherweise darauf berufen, auch wenn dies gar nicht die 
Absicht und das Verständnis der anderen Partei ist. Solchen 
Missverständnissen kann z.B. mit einer Unterteilung des MOU in 
einen ausdrücklich als rechtlich nicht verbindlich bezeichneten 
Teil und einen ausdrücklich als rechtlich verbindlich bezeichneten 
Teil vorgebeugt werden. Besteht die Befürchtung, dass der 
Geschäftspartner die Situation wesentlich unverbindlicher ansieht 
als Sie selbst, Sie aber wegen erheblicher Vorleistungen an rechtlich 
verbindliche Vereinbarungen interessiert sind, sollten entsprechend 
eindeutige Formulierungen gewählt werden – angefangen mit der 
Bezeichnung des Dokuments, also z.B. als Vorvertrag statt MOU.

Vor der Herausgabe von vertraulichen Daten empfiehlt es sich 
eine Geheimhaltungsvereinbarung zu schließen. Darin sollte 
geregelt sein: die Verpflichtung der Vertraulichkeit im Allgemeinen, 
dass vertrauliche Informationen entsprechend gekennzeichnet 
werden müssen, welche Personen Zugang zu den vertraulichen 
Informationen erhalten dürfen, dass diese ebenso zur Vertraulichkeit 
verpflichtet sind und vor allem für welchen Zweck und wie die 
Informationen verwendet werden dürfen.

Außerdem sollte klargestellt werden, in welchen Fällen die 
anvertrauten Informationen ausnahmsweise weitergegeben werden 
dürfen. Üblicherweise wird vereinbart, dass ausnahmsweise keine 
Pflicht zur Vertraulichkeit besteht, wenn die Informationen (i) 
allgemein bekannt sind, (ii) später ohne Verschulden des Empfängers 
allgemein bekannt wurden, (iii) dem Empfänger bereits vorher 

Rechtliche Tipps im Zusammenhang mit 
Geschäftsanbahnungen  

Baek-Lim Whang

When entering into new business relationships, precautions with 
respect to certain legal aspects can be advisable. Prior research 
on the possible business partner should be done; attention should 
be paid when drafting a memorandum of understanding where 
provisions should be clear with respect to mere intentions on 
the one hand and binding provisions on the other hand; and 
before exchanging sensitive and confidential information, an 
NDA should be executed. When providing entertainment and 
hospitality to a (prospective) business partner, value limits should 
be observed, depending on the persons invited, in particular in 
the case of government officials and members of governmental 
institutions.
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ohne Verpflichtung zur Vertraulichkeit bekannt waren, (iv) dem 
Empfänger von einem Dritten ohne Geheimhaltungsverpflichtung 
mitgeteilt werden oder (v) aufgrund einer behördlichen oder 
richterlichen Anordnung oder eines Gesetzes zu offenbaren 
sind. Optional können die Fälle mit aufgenommen werden, in 
denen die Informationen vom Empfänger später unabhängig 
entwickelt worden sind (gerade in Konzernen relevant) oder vom 
Informationsgeber zur Weitergabe schriftlich freigegeben worden 
sind.

Sollte es sich bei den Informationen um besonders sensible bzw. 
wirtschaftlich wertvolle Daten handeln, könnte sich statt einer 
Gerichtsstandklausel (mit Zuständigkeit staatlicher Gerichte) eine 
Schiedsvereinbarung empfehlen. Schiedsverfahren gewährleisten ein 
höheres Maß an Vertraulichkeit, da die Verfahren nicht öffentlich 
sind.

Bewirtung

Zuletzt sei noch kurz das Thema Bewirtung erwähnt. Die 
Bewirtung von Geschäftspartnern mit reichlich Speisen und 
Getränken ist in Korea zwar durchaus üblich, erfordert jedoch 
ein wenig Aufmerksamkeit dahingehend, wer die eingeladenen 
Personen sind. Vor allem der vor gut einem Jahr in Kraft getretene 
„Act on the Prohibition of Improper Solicitation and Provision 

of Money and Valuables“ (auch „Kim Young Ran Act” genannt) 
regelt Höchstgrenzen und fasst vor allem den einschlägigen 
Personenkreis sehr weit. Die Definition von „Beamter“ in diesem 
Gesetz umfasst nämlich nicht nur Beamte im engeren Sinn, 
sondern auch Angehörige von Medienanstalten und Lehrinstituten 
(Schulen, Universitäten, private Nachhilfeschulen etc.) sowie deren 
Ehepartner. Die Höchstgrenze für die Einladung zu Mahlzeiten ist 
recht knapp auf 30.000 KRW begrenzt.

Weiterhin gelten verschiedene, bereits bestehend Vorschriften 
(z.B. das Strafgesetzbuch, das „Specific Economic Crimes Act“ im 
Finanzsektor) sowie verschiedene Verhaltenskodizes für Beamte 
und Angestellte in staatlichen Organisationen und von einzelnen 
Industriezweigen. In der Pharmaindustrie gilt z.B. eine Höchstgrenze 
von 50.000 KRW, um Angehörige von medizinischen Einrichtungen 
zu einer Mahlzeit einzuladen (und das auch nur in Verbindung mit 
einer Produktpräsentation). Es gilt daher, sich vor Aussprechen 
einer Einladung gegenüber einem potenziellen Geschäftspartner ein 
wenig kundig zu machen.

Baek-Lim Whang 

Partner at Lee & Partners
German Attorney-at-law in Seoul and Frankfurt
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time location information for the formation of accurate On-Demand 
service platform for drivers. Regardless of car type and year, OWiN 
Car ID can be plugged easily into the cigar-jack for an enjoyment of 
smart and easy connected car life. OWiN is ultimately interested in 
the data of varied nature and content generated through the various 
commercial activities and travels taken by drivers.

OWiN is beta servicing in Korea in alliance with card companies, 
gas stations, retailers, restaurants and etc. Now OWiN is ready for 
further collaborative work with the automobile manufacturers, 
so that OWiN Car ID can be built in the vehicle in progress of 
manufacture.  
Homepage: www.owin.kr
E-mail: partners@owin.kr

Geo-Line

Geo-Line offers the ultimate solution to 
overcome the limitations of the current 
Electric Vehicle (EV) market. PLUG & PAY 
service, the Mobile Charging-Payment 

Solution for EVs, is a reliable and mobile charging-payment system. 
EV can be charged without any concern of electric charge. PLUG & 
PAY consists of Mobile Charger, Standby Powerless Security System 
and PLUG & PAY Application. With the collaboration of automobile 
manufacturers, Geo-Line is looking forward that PLUG & PAY is 
added in the vehicles as standard, so that drivers can use PLUG & 
PAY more easily.
Homepage: www.geo-line.com
E-mail: info@geo-line.com

 

Startups Meet Grownups #2     
for German based global companies & Korean startups

KGCCI

As the number of startups in Korea is increasing, the interest of 
established companies, so called “Grownups“, in collaborating with 
innovative startups is also growing. Therefore, KGCCI is undertaking 
several initiatives in this field. One was taking a small startup 
delegation to an international Startup Summit in Germany. Another 
one was the “Startups meet Grownups” event on November 14th, 
2017 at WeWork, with the purpose of building a network platform 
for both grownup and startup companies in the automobile 
sector. Three KGCCI member companies and five selected startups 
presented their current and upcoming businesses and suggested 
collaborative work. After the presentations, the participants had a 
chance to share their innovative ideas in a creative and inspirational 
atmosphere and to explore potential for a future collaboration. 

Presenting Startups

OWiN

OWiN has materialized V2X (Vehicle 
2 Everything) technology through a 
small device, and is steadily building 

up the connected car experience with its core centering on the 
device. OWiN Car ID assigns each vehicle its own ID and emits real-

Topic Automotive Industry 
Date November 14, 2017
Place WeWork, Gangnam 
Startups Owin, Geo-line, Seoul Robotics, Driom, ulala LAB
Grownups Mando-Hella Electronics, MAN Truck & Bus Korea, 

Porsche Korea
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Seoul (GTAI) - Der südkoreanische Elektronikkonzern LG Electronics 
plant eine große Investition, um seine Fabrik in Changwon in eine 
"Smart Factory" umzurüsten. Das Projekt soll in den kommenden 
fünf Jahren umgesetzt werden. Eine weitere wichtige Rolle 
bei der Modernisierung soll die stärkere Berücksichtigung von 
Umweltschutzaspekten spielen. Auch die Regierung versucht, 

den Ausbau intelligenter Produktionswerke voranzutreiben. Im 
internationalen Vergleich hinkt Südkorea in diesem Bereich noch 
hinterher.

LG Electronics gab Ende September 2017 in der lokalen Presse 
bekannt, bis 2022 rund 525 Millionen US-Dollar (US$) in die 

LG rüstet Werk in Südkorea auf "Smart Factory" um    
Mehr als 500 Millionen US$ sollen investiert werden 
Regierung fördert Entwicklung des Sektors  
Alexander Hirschle

Seoul Robotics

Seoul Robotics helps cars and robots 
to understand the world by building 
deep learning software solution 

for lidar sensors. Through this solution self-driving cars can have 
strengths in detection in low light environment, ground detection 
and multiple object detection for 360 degree. Seoul Robotics will 
keep its focus on deep learning software for robotics, simulation data 
solution for all kinds of sensors and ROS (Robot Operating System) 
based self-driving car and look forward to collaboration with 
automobile manufacturers. 
Homepage: www.seoulrobotics.org
E-mail: hello@seoulrobotics.org

Driom

Driom is a professional medical appliance 
development company grafting the 
convergence and integration with IoT 

technology. Driom provides a smart seat, module which detects the 

pressure distribution and adjusts panel automatically. Smart chair 
users can check data collected from the chair in mobile application. 
In the near future, Driom will apply this seat module to car seats and 
wishes to collaborate with automobile manufacturers as truck 
and bus drivers usually have pain in back and pelvis. 
Homepage: www.driom.com
E-mail: administor@driom.com

ulala LAB

Ulala LAB provides WimFactory 
which is a sensor and data driven 
platform for small & medium-sized 

enterprises that combines Industrial IoT, SaaS and Machine-Learning 
technologies into a Smart Factory solution that allows real-time 
operation data monitoring, notification services and preventive 
maintenance. Ulala LAB is ready for collaboration with automobile 
manufacturers in providing WimFactory platform in automotive 
factories. 
Homepage: www.ulalalab.com
E-mail: mail@ulalaLAB.com
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Modernisierung seiner Produktionslinien in der Stadt Changwon 
in der Provinz Süd-Gyeongsang zu investieren. Im Vordergrund 
soll dabei die Vernetzung der Anlagen stehen. Neben der in Bau 
befindlichen LGFabrik in Tennessee in den USA wird dies das erste 
Werk des Unternehmens sein, das im großen Stil auf "smarte" 
Produktionssysteme setzt.

Die neue Fabrik soll mehr als 25.000 Quadratmeter umfassen und 
2023 eröffnet werden. Die Produktion soll vor allem auf große 
elektrische Küchengeräte wie Kühlschränke, Geschirrspülmaschinen 
und Backöfen abzielen. Seit der Inbetriebnahme im Jahr 1976 lag 
der Fokus auf kleineren und mittleren Geräten. Derzeit belaufen 
sich die Produktionskapazitäten auf 2 Millionen Geräte pro Jahr. Mit 
Hilfe der Großinvestition soll der Output innerhalb der kommenden 
fünf Jahre um 50 Prozent auf 3 Millionen Geräte nach oben 
geschraubt werden.

Umfangreiche Modernisierung geplant

Die neu gestaltete Fabrik wird nach den Vorstellungen der 
LG-Verantwortlichen zu einem strategischen Schwerpunkt der 
Unternehmensaktivitäten für elektrische Konsumgüter avancieren. 
Die Kapazitäten hätten in den vergangenen Jahren ihr Limit erreicht. 
Auch die Einrichtung zusätzlicher Produktionslinien oder das 
Hinzufügen neuer Maschinen wäre nicht ausreichend gewesen, 
um den Output signifikant zu erhöhen. Aus diesem Grund habe 
man sich für eine grundlegende Modernisierung entschieden - so 
Firmenvertreter in der lokalen Presse.

Dabei soll die Implementierung von Kerntechnologien der "vierten 
industriellen Revolution" wie künstliche Intelligenz (AI, Artificial 
Intelligence), Internet der Dinge (IoT, Internet of Things) und Big 
Data eine herausragende Rolle spielen. Nach Abschluss des Projekts 
soll die Fabrik vollständig automatisiert sein, angefangen von 
der Beschaffung der Materialien über die Produktion bis hin zur 
Qualitätskontrolle. Auf diese Weise will LG künftig in der Lage sein, 
schneller auf Nachfrageveränderungen im Weltmarkt für elektrische 
Haushaltsgeräte reagieren zu können.

LG will beim Umbau der Fabrik auch großen Wert auf die 
Umweltfreundlichkeit der Anlage legen. So soll der Energieverbrauch
im Vergleich zum Ist-Zustand um 40 Prozent abgesenkt werden. 
Um dieses Ziel zu erreichen plant LG die Implementierung von 
Solarpanelen, Energiespeichersystemen und modernen Heiz- und 
Kühlsystemen.

Regierung will Bau von Smart Factories fördern

Auch andere südkoreanische Firmen springen auf den Zug 
in Richtung "intelligenter Fabriken" auf. So hatte die Regierung 
bereits 2015 die Initiative "Manufacturing Industry Innovation 
Strategy 3.0" lanciert, die dem deutschen Begriff von "Industrie 
4.0" inhaltlich sehr nahe kommt. Die Zielsetzung lautet, bis 2020 

insgesamt 10.000 intelligente Produktionsstätten landesweit 
aufzubauen. Ende 2017 soll mit 5.000 Smart Factories die Hälfte der
Zielvorgabe erreicht werden, wobei der Begriff in Südkorea 
allerdings flexibler verwendet wird als etwas in Deutschland.

Auch die neue Regierung des im Mai 2017 gewählten Präsidenten 
Moon Jae-inn will einen starken Fokus auf diesen Bereich legen. 
Ende September wurde ein Komitee für die vierte industrielle 
Revolution gegründet. Dessen Vorstand setzt sich mehrheitlich aus 
Vertretern der Privatwirtschaft, aber auch aus der Regierung und 
dem Bildungsbereich zusammen. Eines der Ziele ist, innovative 
Start-ups und technologiebasierte Industrien zu fördern. Von 
privater Seite wird dabei die Bedeutung praktischer und effizienter 
Regularien für die Entwicklung neuer Technologien betont.

Südkorea muss bei Industrie 4.0 aufholen

Die Initiativen der Regierung sind auch dringend nötig, denn 
Südkorea hinkt bei der Implementierung von Industrie 4.0 im 
internationalen Vergleich hinterher. Einer Studie des Hyundai 
Research Institutes zufolge erreichte die lokale Industrie bezüglich 
ihres Forschungs- und Entwicklungsstandes in diesem Bereich nur 
einen Wert von 77,4 Punkten, während die USA bei 99,8 und die EU 
bei 92,3 Punkten lagen. Japan erreichte 90,9 Punkte und China 68,1.

Bei der Betrachtung der Patente in diesem Segment kamen die 
Forscher zu dem Ergebnis, dass in Südkorea nur etwa ein Siebtel der 
in den USA oder Japan erfolgten Registrierungen gezählt wurde. Die 
besten Resultate erzielte Südkorea im Sektor Elektronik, der unter 
anderem den derzeit stark boomenden Bereich Halbleiter umfasst. 
Dies korreliert mit der Einschätzung deutscher Firmenvertreter, 
die Südkorea bei Industrie 4.0 vor allem in Sektoren wie Kfz, 
Telekommunikation oder Elektronik auf einem fortgeschrittenen 
Stand sehen. Dies sei vor allem auf die dort relativ kurzen 
Produktzyklen und den dadurch bedingten Modernisierungsdruck 
zurückzuführen.

Grundsätzlich werden die Geschäftschancen für deutsche Firmen 
in diesem Bereich positiv eingeschätzt, da Deutschland hier einen 
besonders guten Ruf als Vorreiter genießt. Siemens baut in einem 
Konsortium unter anderem mit den Firmen Rittal, Festo, Eplan und 
Kuka eine Demonstrationsfabrik in Ansan mit Unterstützung der 
südkoreanischen Regierung auf. Auch die deutsch-südkoreanische 
Auslandshandelskammer (KGCCI, Korean-German Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry) engagiert sich auf diesem Terrain. 
Geschäftschancen werden im Zusammenhang des Ausbaus 
der Smart Factories etwa für Controller, Sensoren und Roboter 
attestiert.

Alexander Hirschle 

Representative Correspondent
Germany Trade and Invest
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KORUM: Why did KGCCI decide to found a Young Leaders 
Group at the KGCCI?
KGCCI: KGCCI Member Companies have many talented younger 
staff members who usually do not have much exposure to Germany 
or networking opportunities within the Korean-German business 
community. 
When we brought up the founding of a Young Leaders Group (YLG) 
in the KGCCI Board of Directors for the first time, the idea sparked 
interest immediately. Then a small group of young staff members of 
Board Member Companies was invited to develop the idea further.
 
KORUM: What is behind the idea of a Young Leaders Group?
KGCCI: A Young Leaders Group is a fantastic opportunity for 
younger staff members to take the lead in self-organizing such a 
group, define the areas where they want to learn more, reach out to 
experienced leaders, work in teams on self-determined projects and 
take their own responsibilities.
In Germany we have an organization called Wirtschaftsjunioren 
(www.wjd.de) at the German Chambers with a similar mission.  
This gives YLG @ KGCCI the opportunity to connect further with 
Germany and maybe develop twinning projects beyond borders by 
their own initiative at a later stage.

 

KORUM: What does YLG stand for and what is its future role?
YLG: YLG which stands for Young Leaders Group Korea, will serve 
as a platform with opportunities for young professionals in the 
Korean-German business community. The aim of the group is to 
help and guide ourselves to continuously develop our skills so that 
we improve in leadership, social responsibility and entrepreneurship. 
This should enable us to make a positive contribution to our 
environment and our industries as well. 
 
Who can be member of YLG?
YLG: YLG is open to young professionals with at least 3 years of 
professional working experience or for people who have a special 
relation to Korea and Germany. The maximum age is limited to 40 
years. We look for people who have an interest in actively engaging 
in our group.
 
What are the programs and plans for 2018?
YLG: In 2017, before we officially started the group, we visited 
many member companies of KGCCI to have an effective 
organizational growth. We also visited external companies like 
Naver or SAP to find common ground with interesting companies 
which lead new topics in their specific fields. We will also focus 
to keep on contributing to our direct environment and having fun 
by taking part in charity projects which we would like to further 
develop with the member companies of KGCCI. 
 
Why should someone join the YLG and what are the benefits?
YLG: The YLG is a chance to meet other like-minded people with 
similar background and interests and prove ones skills and abilities 
to reach the next step. There are numerous benefits of joining the 
YLG. One is the deeper connection to the Korean German business 
community as well as a deep rooted engagement with the various 
member companies of KGCCI, the other is the chance of learning 
new things which would be difficult to reach by oneself.

Young Leaders Group Korea @ KGCCI  

Inside KGCCI

Current elected YLG Board:

Sebastian Hausi 
(Brose Korea)

Simone Jurecka
(Preh Car Connect) 

Esther Kim 
(Messe Frankfurt Korea)

In the year 2016, the KGCCI Board decided to establish a Young 
Leaders Group (YLG). Its purpose was to give the younger 
employees of KGCCI member companies the opportunity for 
more exposure in the Korean-German business community and 
for developing their leadership skills through self-initiated and 
self-carried activities and projects. BASF, Brose, B. Braun, TÜV Süd 
and KGCCI named young staff members who then started out as 
an informal group to develop the YLG further. In 2017 the group 
elected their first leadership team and started their first activities. 
With a core group of active members the YLG is now ready to be 
officially launched as of January 1, 2018.

How can I join the YLG
KGCCI member companies can sign up 
potential members for the YLG via email to 
members@kgcci.com or 
Mr. Young Min Kim at ymkim@kgcci.com
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Team Germany is looking forward to the 2018 Olympic and 
Paralympic Winter Games in PyeongChang with great excitement. 
The athletes in particular can hardly wait for the start of the 
Olympic Games on February 9th and the Paralympics on March 9th.

But there is still a lot of work to be done by everyone involved. 
Until the membership in Team Germany is set on January 23rd, 
following the second and final round of selections by the German 
Olympic Sports Confederation (DOSB) for the Olympic Games 
in PyeongChang, the athletes will still have to undergo some 
strenuous training sessions and, above all, successfully complete 
their qualifying competitions. 

In the last winter season 2016-17, the German team celebrated 
numerous world championship titles and World Cup victories: such 
as the five titles won by Laura Dahlmeier at the biathlon world 
championships and the successful Nordic combined athletes and 
ski jumpers, to name just a few. That is why we, of course, hope to 
be travelling to PyeongChang with a strong Team Germany. Anyone 
familiar with sports knows that results cannot automatically be 
repeated and that every major event starts from zero. We need 
only think of the ski jumper Severin Freund, who has had so much 
success, but will have to miss the Olympic season due to two ACL 
tears.

Nonetheless, we want to try at least to replicate the results 
achieved at the Winter Olympic Games in Sochi in 2014 or even to 
improve on them. First and foremost, we hope that the team stays 

injury-free and can start the Games in PyeongChang in top shape.

But we are particularly looking forward to the German athletes 
acting as congenial ambassadors for our country in Korea. Just 
like us, our athletes only want to celebrate medals that have been 
won fairly. They do not only have athletic success, but as popular 
figures and role models, they embody numerous values that are 
of enormous importance for both our sports and our society. Most 
recently, they convincingly demonstrated this to a large public at 
the Olympic Games in Rio.

Outside of the Olympic Games, our Olympic athletes are not nearly 
as well known in our country as Germany’s best footballers, for 
example. For this reason and to ensure that they receive the greater 
public recognition and attention that they deserve in the run-up 
to the Winter Olympic Games in PyeongChang, we have started 
the “Remember My Face” campaign. The name says it all. For the 
campaign is centred around portraits of the Olympic athletes with 
focussed, determined faces and the clear message: “Remember my 
face!”.

Ten athletes from Team Germany have been photographed for the 
campaign: including five-time biathlon world champion Laura 
Dahlmeier, team Olympic gold medallist in ski jumping Andreas 
Wellinger, Olympic gold medallist in Nordic combination Eric 
Frenzel, Olympic bronze medallist in cross-country skiing Stefanie 
Böhler, many-time biathlon world champion Simon Schempp, and 
Germany’s best short track racer Anna Seidel.

Team Germany as Friendly Ambassador in 
PyeongChang    
Ulrike Spitz / Claudia Wagner

PyeongChang 2018 Special

copyright: DOSB / Fotograf: David Daub
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The kick-off for the campaign was the presentation, together 
with our equipment partner adidas, of the Olympic team apparel  
November 2nd, 2017. The athletes from Team Germany already 
took the opportunity to show their faces, and thus also their 
personalities, on the big screen – their determined attitude with an 
absolutely focussed look.

In Germany, we are thus already strongly focussed on the Games 
in February. Preparations have intensified with several trips to 
PyeongChang: most recently, by a team of experts in October. 
“We made sure that the sports facilities really are in outstanding 
condition”, Dirk Schimmelpfennig, the and chairman for competitive 
sports at the German Olympic Sports Confederation, explained after 
returning from Korea. “This was also confirmed by all the athletes 
who took part in the Olympic and Paralympic test competitions last 
year. The Olympic villages are already in good shape, with living 
conditions for athletes and support staff fulfilling the standards 
required for the Olympic Games.” 

With the start of the World Cup season for different sports in 
2017-18, the race is also on for the places at the starting line in 
the Olympic Games. To be selected as a member of the team by 
the German Olympic Sports Confederation, the basic principle 
applies that the athlete must have a realistic chance of reaching a 
final (or a place among the top eight finishers). The criteria for the 
individual sports are determined by the individual sports federations 
in coordination with the competitive sports section of the German 
Olympic Sports Confederation. Beside the purely sport-related 
aspects, the Confederation has also agreed on additional principles 
for being selected for the Olympic team.

These include, as mandatory pre-requisite, proof of regular doping 
tests – not just in competitions, but also during training. If these 
criteria have been met, the Board of Directors of the Confederation 
names the members of Team Germany for the Olympic Games on 
the recommendation of the individual sports federations and with 
the agreement of the Executive Committee. This also includes 
naming of support staff, trainers, doctors, physiotherapists, and ski, 
bobsleigh and toboggan technicians, whose total number is about 
half the number of athletes. All members of the team must sign the 
“Eligibility Code” of the IOC. The code obliges them to abide by the 
rules of the IOC and also, for example, to limit personal advertising 
activities during the Games.

The transport of sports equipment and other materials entails 
a massive logistical effort. The transport by air freight of the 
bobsleighs and toboggans, the extensive skiing equipment, and 
the voluminous equipment required by the ice hockey team figure 
among the greatest challenges faced during the Winter Games. 
The large amount of Olympic baggage also includes the equipment 
needed by the doctors and physiotherapists, office technology, 
team brochures, and gifts for the hosts. All this adds up to a freight 
volume of over 150 tonnes.

The members of team management already take all necessary 
measures before the Games, in order to offer the athletes the best 
possible conditions on site. During the Games, team management 
meetings are held early in the morning every day, in order to 
make sure that the many different organisational challenges can 
be adequately met. This work that goes on in the background 
also contributes to the team’s success, even if the attention of 
sports enthusiasts in Germany and the general public is, of course, 
focussed entirely on the athletes. But their success is always a 
reflection of the outstanding work of the entire team.

As a national meeting point for Team Germany and the Olympic 
family, the German House (“Deutsches Haus“) has been set up in 
the middle of the action in Yongpyong Resort Birch Hill GC, with 
a view of the ski jumps. Thanks to the organisational efforts of the 
German Olympic Sports Confederation marketing agency, Deutsche 
Sport Marketing (DSM), the German House will once again be 
an atmospheric meeting place. The Confederation will use it as a 
platform for its receptions, for daily official press conferences, and 
as a stage for its partners. Above all, however, it will be used by the 
athletes to celebrate what we hope will be a great deal of athletic 
success.

Ulrike Spitz  

Pressesprecherin
Ressortleiterin Medien- und Öffentlichkeitsarbeit
DOSB (Deutscher Olympischer Sportbund)

Claudia Wagner 

Head of Media & Communication 
Deutsche Sport Marketing GmbH (DSM)

Team Germany dates:

January 11 - 25 Outfitting in Munich

16 First selection meeting in Frankfurt

23 Second selection meeting in Frankfurt

February 8 - 24 Deutsches Haus,
Olympic Games PyeongChang 2018 

9 Opening ceremony,  
Olympic Games PyeongChang 2018

25 Closing ceremony,  
Olympic Games PyeongChang 2018

March  9 Opening ceremony,  
Paralympics Games PyeongChang 2018

10 - 17  Deutsches Haus,
Paralympics Games PyeongChang 2018

18 Closing ceremony,  
Paralympic Games PyeongChang 2018 
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It is THE black-red-golden meeting point and thereby the heart of 
German presentation at the Olympic and Paralympic Games: the 
Deutsches Haus (German House). Since 1988 athletes, business 
partners, journalists as well as representatives from politics and 
society have gathered together under one roof to celebrate the 
largest sporting event in the world. The Deutsches Haus offers 
companies an ideal setting for exchange and networking – in a 
unique atmosphere in closeness to the action. 

There is nothing closer
University, museum or beach club – the setting changes, but the 
core idea is maintained: provide German sports and its partners an 
attractive home during the Olympic Games. For the winter edition 
in PyeongChang 2018 the Deutsches Haus will open its doors at the 
Birch Hill Golf Club, in immediate neighbourhood of the sporting 
hotspots. The “Alpensia Jumping Park”, the venue for the Olympic 
and Paralympic Winter Games 2018 will be within sight of the 
Deutsches Haus. It is even closer to the Olympic Village and to the 
“Alpensia Resort”, which will host events including biathlon, cross-
country skiing, Nordic combined and luge. The same applies for the 
"Olympic Plaza“, where the opening and closing ceremony will take 
place.

From February 8th to 24th, 2018 this meeting point will once again 
unfold itself on 1,500 square meters in its many facets: party 
zone, communication centre, show- and TV-stage, networking 
platform, media forum. In short: the heart of the German sports-
family and their guests from media, business, politics and society. The 
Deutsches Haus in 2018 will once again be organized by  Deutsche 
Sport Marketing (DSM), the exclusive marketing agency of the 
German Olympic Sports Confederation (DOSB) and the German 
Disabled Sports Association (DBS). On March 10th, when the German 

Paralympic athletes will settle in the Birch Hill Club, the venue will 
go into its second phase as the Deutsches Haus Paralympics. Business 
partners will find an equally communicative stage to maintain a 
strong presence for the duration of the Paralympic Games.

House of the athletes
The immediate proximity is one of the reasons, why DOSB and 
DBS, in consultation with DSM have chosen Birch Hill Club in 
the Alps of PyeongChang as the home of the athletes. “Due to its 
central position the Deutsches Haus will serve as a magnet for the 
team and its guests.” – says Dirk Schimmelpfennig, chairman for 
competitive sports at DOSB, who will lead Team Germany as Chef 
de Mission for the very first time to PyeongChang 2018. “It shall be 
a real house for the athletes. One, which we can be proud of.” The 
Birch Hill Golf Club is part of the YongPeong resort, which was built 
in 1975 as a leisure facility with lifts, cross-country skiing trails and 
apartment houses. The resort is located 200 kilometers east from 
the South-Korean capital Seoul at 700 meters above sea level. The 
venues of the coastal region in Gangneum with the stadiums for 
ice-hockey, curling and speed skating are 37 kilometers to the east.

A powerful platform
It is not without reason that many ventures in the Olympic and 
Paralympic environment, which have matured into brands in the 
past years have taken their first steps at the Deutsches Haus – 
companies are “not just part of it, but right in the middle of it”. One 
of the greatest strengths of the platform: it connects interests in an 
authentic atmosphere. This framework is traditionally also employed 
by companies to their advantage – in particular those that are 
located close to the venue of the Games. An appearance in this 
setting is not only appealing due to the closeness to the sports and 
the athletes, but also because of the communicative opportunities 

At the Heart of the Games 
The Deutsches Haus (German House) has established itself as the official 
home of the German sports-family near the venues of the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games and simultaneously as a magnet for business enterprises.

Advertorial 

copyright: Birch Hill Club copyright: Picture-Alliance
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to connect directly with other guests: to present products and 
engage in activities in the Deutsches Haus, to organize theme 
evenings or sports related incentives with business partners are just 
a few of many forms of an engagement in an exclusive atmosphere.
For Rio 2016, the hotspot for the German sports family and their 
guests was established at the “Barra Blue Beach Point” on 1,300 
square meters, where the Deutsches Haus has received long lasting 
and energetic impulses through their partners – and in return 
inspired their existing communication with the on-site generated 
content – content of their own and of the German team. A win-win 
situation for both sides. Each and every time the Deutsches Haus 
is extremely individual and unique as much as the place, where it 
is located. As a member of AHK Korea, you have the opportunity 
to create a part of the national Olympic and Paralympic history 
with us. We are looking forward to your contribution and an 
unforgettable event.

What we offer:

Planning and consultation
Just as a Deutsches Haus without athletes is unimaginable, the 
less it is feasible without partners. You form the foundation 
of the meeting point, whether it is with products, services or 
entertainment elements. We are happy to assist you in every step of 
the planning and implementation process.

Media
The Deutsches Haus is the communicative distributing center of 
the German team during the Olympic Games and simultaneously 
a magnet for media representatives and influencers with a wide 
reach. Press conferences with the athletes, interviews in the mixed 
zone of the Deutsches Haus and shootings for their own channels 
take place, on a daily basis.

Content and image transfer
The achievements of the Olympic and Paralympic Team will 
obviously be celebrated adequately in the Deutsches Haus on the 
same evening – images, that are going to be published via different 
channels in their home country. Through an engagement in the 

Deutsches Haus, your brand will authentically be associated with an 
emotional content of high quality.

Networking
Your presence in the Deutsches Haus allows you access to highly 
ranked representatives from business, politics and sports. As 
organizers of the Deutsches Haus, we at Deutsche Sport Marketing 
will work with you in order to develop a concept that puts you as 
our partner in the best possible position to attract the attention of 
the visitors - adjusted to your needs and your target group.

Your options at a glance*:

*The listed options/offers are subject to exclusivity rights of existing 
partners. Every inquiry will be examined individually.

Interested in a Product presentation or a Company 
Night?
Contact:
Deutsche Sport Marketing GmbH
Mr. Alexander Kazuhiro Löer
Tel.: +49 69 69 58 01 33
Mail: alexander-kazuhiro.loeer@dsm-olympia.de 

Interested in Hospitality-tickets?
Contact:
U! Sports 
Mr. Moritz Scholz
T: +49 40 380 371 734  
F: +49 40 380 371 722 
Mail: moritz.scholz@usports.de
 
Info-Box / Time plan:
Dates Deutsches Haus: 08.02.-24.02.2018
Expected guests: 300 per day
Dates Deutsches Haus Paralympic: 10.03.-17.03.2018
Expected guests: 300 per day

Advertorial 

copyright: Picture-Alliance
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reflected this social atmosphere. Public interest for the Paralympics 
has been Public interest for the Paralympics has been low and part 
of the coverage has discussed the degree to which PyeongChang 
and the surrounding area is actually barrier free.  
 
Considering this backdrop, the Goethe-Institute and ‘The Hankyoreh’ 
have decided to meet the need for greater public coverage 
regarding this event by providing an indepth and positive coverage 
of the Paralympics in 2018. "If not us then who", journalists of 
'The Hankyoreh' repeatedly emphasized during the first meetings,  
highlighting the fact that such coverage is not likely to happen 
without extra effort. In cooperation with the ‘Tagesspiegel’ and 
the DGUV, the Goethe-Institute Korea and ‘The Hankyoreh’ will 
thus publish a Korean edition which will be distributed with ‘The 
Hankyoreh’ on March 16th, 2018 while the Paralympics are still in 
progress.

'Athletes and Abilities' combines a positive coverage of parasports 
with promoting young journalistic talents. For each Paralympics, 
a team of students from Germany, Englishspeaking countries, and 
from the host country is selected and reports from the Paralympics 
as accredited journalists. To prepare them for the task ahead, a 
workshop in Berlin will take place a few months before the games. 
The workshop introduces the students to the worlds of journalism 
and parasports, gives all participants and the ‘Tagesspiegel’ team 
a chance to get to know each other, and serves as a platform 
to start planning the contents for two German and one English 
edition of ‘Athletes and Abilities’. This year, two journalists from ‘The 
Hankyoreh’ will also take part to start planning the Korean edition.

The first German edition will be distributed on the day of the 
opening ceremony, on the 8th of March, as a supplement to the 
German newspapers ‘Tagesspiegel/Potsdamer Neueste Nachrichten’, 
‘Handelsblatt’ and ‘DIE ZEIT’. Starting on March 8th, the young 
journalists will thereafter report directly from PyeongChang, 
writing articles for the English edition (March 16th) and the second 
German edition (March 19th/22nd). At the same time, the Goethe-
Institute and ‘The Hankyoreh’ will be preparing the Korean edition 
by translating articles written by the student reporters into Korean 
as well as producing additional content specifically targeted at the 
Korean audience. Hopefully, this German-Korean cooperation will 
prove to be an effective way to celebrate the first Paralympics in 
Korea and help foster a positive image of people with disabilities in 
Korea. 

Portraying the Paralympic movement, documenting the potential 
of people with disabilities, and introducing athletes who stand 
for overcoming limitations by leading an active and inclusive 
life – these are the prime goals of 'Athletes and Abilities' (German 
title: ‘Paralympics Zeitung’). Since 2004, the German newspaper 
‘Tagesspiegel’ has been publishing in cooperation with the DGUV 
(German Social Accident Insurance) this supplement every two 
years. For PyeongChang 2018, the Goethe-Institute Korea and the 
Korean daily ‘The Hankyoreh’ jointly agreed to spread and promote 
this positive message and produce a Korean edition of 'Athletes and 
Abilities'.

People with disabilities still face tremendous difficulties in 
Korea. Although much progress has been made in recent years, 
both physical and mental barriers persist which creates serious 
challenges to participating in all facets of society. Disabilities are 
still seen as deficiencies, and people with disabilities are usually not 
expected to fully participate in all aspects of life. The precoverage 
of the Paralympic Winter Games in PyeongChang 2018 has so far 

'Athletes and Abilities' goes Korean 
Alexandra Lottje 

Alexandra Lottje    

Online Editor
Goethe-Institute Korea.

copyright: Tagesspiegel/Thilo Rückeis
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Men’s 10000m), Ice Hockey (Men's semifinals, bronze medal, final and 
Women's final), Curling (final), Ski Jumping (final)

•  While you can select seat category, seat numbers will not be available 
for selection. Seat numbers will be announced on the PyeongChang 2018 
Ticketing website.

• Only visa card payment or bank transfer accepted.

Ticket Centers

Ticket Prices  (* Paralympic Games)

Note:
• One person can purchase up to 50 tickets.
•  The limit for High Demand Sessions is four (4) tickets; for other sessions, 

the cap is eight (8) tickets. High Demand Sessions are listed below: 
Opening Ceremony, Closing Ceremony, Figure Skating (all sessions), Short 
Track Speed Skating (all sessions), Speed Skating (all sessions except for 

PyeongChang 2018 Winter Games in a nutshell
Information on Tickets, Transportation, and Accommodation

KGCCI

Online
 

https://tickets.pyeongchang2018.com/Session

 

https://www.dertour.de/olympia/start.html
- Authorised Ticket Reseller for Germany 

Offline
Seoul City Hall, Gangwon Provincial Government Office, Gangneung City Hall, Incheon and Gimpo Airport,
KTX 19 stations (Seoul, Yongsan, Yeongdeungpo, Suwon, Cheongyangri, Donghae, Jecheon, Daejeon, Cheonan-Asan, Iksan, Gwangju-Songjeong, 

Mokpo, Suncheon, Yeosu, Yeongju, Busan, Ulsan, Dongdaegu, Masan)

Category Discipline
Seat Class / Price

A B C D
Opening
Ceremony

- 1,500,000
*140,000

800,000
*70,000

600,000
*30,000

220,000

Closing
Ceremony

- 950,000
*70,000

600,000
*30,000

400,000
*10,000

220,000

Snow Sports Alpine Skiing 130,000~160,000
*16,000

60,000~80,000 - -

Biathlon 100,000
*16,000

20,000 - -

Cross-Country Skiing 70,000
*16,000

20,000 - -

Freestyle Skiing 120,000~180,000 60,000~80,000 - -
Nordic Combined 100,000 20,000 - -
Ski Jumping 120,000~200,000 60,000~100,000 - -
Snowboard 120,000~180,000

*16,000
60,000~80,000 - -

Ice Sports Curling 40,000~150,000
*16,000~40,000

- - -

Figure Skating 550,000~800,000 350,000~500,000 150,000~220,000 -
Ice Hockey 60,000~900,000

*16,000~50,000
40,000~600,000
*10,000~30,000

20,000~300,000 -

Short Track Speed Skating 550,000 350,000 150,000 -
Speed Skating 250,000 150,000 - -

Sliding Sports Bobsleigh 70,000~100,000 20,000~40,000 - -
Luge 70,000~100,000 20,000~40,000 - -
Skeleton 70,000~100,000 20,000~40,000 - -

 Unit: KRW
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PyeongChang 2018 Special

Transportation

The PyeongChang 2018 Winter Games provides a convenient 
transportation system via expressways, national roads, railways, 
and shuttle bus. For smoother operation of the Games, cars and 
other means of transportation by individuals will not be allowed 
to access around each venue of the Olympic Winter Games 
PyeongChang 2018. Through the Park & Ride system, ticket holders 
can conveniently get to the venues by free shuttle buses.

Expressways

* Yeongdong Expressway (toward Gangneung)
• Myeonon IC  Phoenix Snow Park
• Daegwallyeong IC  Alpensia Olympic Park
• Gangneung IC  Gangneung Olympic Park

National Roads

During the PyeongChang 2018 Games, the national roads will be 
used as bypasses for expressways and routes that connect the 
KTX train stations and the venues. National Road No. 6, which 
connects Dunnae, Mui, Jangpyeong and Ganpyeong, and Regional 
Road No. 456 will bypass Dunnae Interchange and Daegwallyeong 

Interchange, which are expected to be congested. National Road 
No. 59 connects Jinbu Interchange and Jeongseon.

Railways

KTX, the high-speed trains, to open between Incheon International 
Airport and Gangneung, improving the existing line, will take 
spectators from the airport to Gangneung in just 2 hours (in case of 
non-stop). Major stations close to the venues are Jinbu Station and 
Gangneung Station. The PyeongChang Korail Pass for foreign visitors 
is available here: http://letskorail.com/pyeongchang

Shuttle bus

The Spectator Shuttle Bus connects transportation from Jinbu, 
Hoenggye and North Gangneung Transportation Malls to Venues, 
transportation hubs and parking lots:
•  Ticket holders may use spectator shuttle buses free of charge on 

the same day of the event.
•  From one day before the Opening Ceremony to one day after the 

Closing Ceremony, the shuttle buses will start operating three 
hours before the first sports event of the day and continue until 
two hours after the last sports event of the day.

Accommodation

There are various accommodation options for spectators with 
changed of rooms located within one hour of the venues (within 
90km). Furthermore, it is also an opportunity to enjoy cultural 
experiences unique to those cities that may not be offered in the 
host city. Use the accommodation reservation websites to easily 
access and place reservations for the hotel of your choice. At the 
Gangneung Accommodation Vacancy Information System, you can 
check room availability on http://stay.gn.go.kr/?lang=en 

Seoul 
Metropolitan 
Area

- Yeongdong Expressway (toward Gangneung)
-  Yeongdong ii Expressway (toward Gangneung)
(Gwangju-Wonju Expressway)

Chungcheong 
Area

Jungbu Expressway(Hobeop JC)/Jungbu Naeryuk 
Expressway(Yeoju JC)  Yeongdong Expressway 
(toward Gangneung)

Gyeongsang 
Area

Jungang Expressway(Manjong JC)/Jungbu Naeryuk 
Expressway(Yeoju JC)  Yeongdong Expressway 
(toward Gangneung)

Jeolla Area
Honam Expressway  Gyeongbu Expressway 
(Singal JC)/Jungbu Expressway (Hobeop JC) 
Yeongdong Expressway (toward Gangneung)

No. Route Section Note

1 National Road No. 6
Dunnae - Ganpyeong 
(45.8km)

2-4 lanes

2 National Road No. 59 Najeon - Jinbu (25.6km) 2 lanes

3
Regional Road No. 
456

Woljeong - Hoenggye (9.5km) 4 lanes

  
  

Incheon
International
Airport

Seoul 
Station

Cheongnyangni 
Station

Gwangju

Wonju

Gangneung 
Station

Gangneung IC

DaegwallyeongIC

Jinbu 
Station

  
 

Yangyang
InternationalAirport

Chuncheon

 East 
Hongcheon

Dongseo 
Expressway Donghae Expressway

Seoul- Chuncheon  
Expressway

Gwangju Wonju 
Expressway

 Yeongdong Expressway

Wonju-Gangneung 
double track line(KTX)Sangbong Station

Sokcho

Donghae

Yangyang

Phoenix
Snow Park

Gangneung 
Olympic Park

Alpensia Olympic Park
Jeongseon Alpine Centre

* Data compiled from various offical websites. KGCCI does not take any responsibility for the accuracy of the data. 
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News and People

waste tires for the global supply 
to the Tire & Retread industry. 
In 2017 he was appointed by the 
Lei Shing Hong / HongKong to 
spearhead several automotive 
related companies particularly 
the new state-of-the-art Porsche 
Centre in Yongsan.

█ Volkswagen Korea appointed Stefan 
Krapp as the new Managing Director for 
Volkswagen Korea, effective from October 
1, 2017. Before joining Volkswagen Korea, 
Mr. Krapp was Head of Sales, Far East Asia 
of Volkswagen. He started his career at 
Volkswagen Group in 2002 by Volkswagen 
Consulting and has been taken various 
positions in Volkswagen brand, mainly in 

sales and marketing area. Mr. Krapp used to worked in Korea from 
2010 to 2012. At that time, he had lead pre-sales and marketing of 
Volkswagen Korea, playing key role in the rapid business growth of 
Volkswagen brand in Korea.

█ Frank Steinleitner started his career in the automotive sector 
with Mercedes-Benz at the Daimler AG HQ in Stuttgart/Germany. 
His experience covers the full circle from production to retailing. His 
assignments abroad led him throughout the world; his last posting 
was in Malaysia to establish the Mercedes-Benz wholesale business 
and retail network for passenger cars and commercial vehicles. 
As an investor and Group-CEO he also setup a new tire recycling 
method producing devulcanized rubber compounds out of recycled 

█ Mr. Alejandro Arias has been appointed 
as General Manager Korea for Lufthansa 
Group Airlines from November 2017. As 
a part of Lufthansa Group’s integration, 
he is responsible for overseeing the overall 
sales and marketing of Lufthansa German 
Airlines, SWISS and Austrian Airlines in 
Korea.
He joined Lufthansa Cargo in 1990 and held 

several key positions including Sales and Marketing management 
roles for Japan as well as for Europe and Africa. And Mr. Arias 
served as County Manager Korea at Lufthansa Cargo for a six-year 
term starting in 2005 and currently he is Head of Commercial for 
Eastern and Northern Europe. 
He holds a Diploma in Industrial Engineering from the Karlsruhe 
Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany. 

Please send news for this column to pr@kgcci.com

Natamil
Ms. Sukhee Cho
Marketing
Mongski87@gmail.com
Food & Beverage, Medical & Health Care, 
Pharmaceuticals

Yongsan Sports Automobile Ltd.
Mr. Frank Steinleitner
CEO
Frank.steinleitner@porsche-yongsan.com
Automotive OEM, Automotive Supply, 
Banking & Financial Services, Retail & Wholesale, 
Transportation Service

LBridge Co., Ltd.
Mr. Sang Oak Nam
CEO
soknam@hanmail.com        
Medical, Health Care, Pharmaceuticals, Trading

 

ERM Korea Ltd.
Mr. Steve Duckworth 
Managing Director
steve.duckworth@erm.com
Energy, Enviromental Resources Management

New Members

Corporate Member

Kontakte 
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Upcoming

KGCCI Events

Registration: www.kgcci.com/events | Contact: Ms. Sun-Hi Kim | events@kgcci.com 

         January 25 

Economic Outlook 2018 

Macroeconomic forecasts and panel on"The furture of work" in Korea

Conrad Seoul Hotel, Grand Ballroom

         February 2

Grünkohlessen 2018

A classic among KGCCI's social events 

         February 22

KGCCI @ PyeongChang  

Day Trip to attend games and Meet&Greet Reception at the German House 

Kontakte 

KGCCI Seminar with Deloitte Anjin & Bae, Kim & Lee LLC.

Smart Working with Germans in cooperation with Workin

On October 25th, KGCCI in cooperation with 
Deloitte and BAE, KIM & LEE (BKL) invited to an 
information on session how to mitigate the risk 
of dealing with highly-evolved Korean anti-bribery 
and anti-corruption regulatory enforcement and its 
impact on German companies. 

On October 26th, together with Workin, KGCCI 
hosted the seminar “Smart Working with Germans”. 
The target group consisted of Korean employees 
who are strongly interested in introducing the 
benefits of Korean company culture to German 
colleagues. Through this seminar participants could 
deepen their understanding of German working 
styles and had the chance to apply these benefits 
in their daily working routine. 

Contacts
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Kontakte 

KGCCI Frühstücksgespräch mit Botschafter Thomas Schäfer, Deutscher Botschafter in 
Nordkorea

German Automotive Industry Seminar in cooperation with KAIDA, Kim & Chang, KPMG

On October 26th, KGCCI hosted a breakfast roundtable with the German Ambassador to North Korea at the Grand Hyatt Hotel in Seoul. 

On November 20th, KGCCI and KAIDA in cooperation 
with Kim & Chang and KPMG hosted a C-level seminar 
for industry representatives on two relevant topics 
for the automotive industry: how to implement smart 
manufacturing in the Korean automotive industry 
including trends of connectivity & digitalization and 
fair trade issues affecting the Korean automotive 
industry.

CEO Roundtabe on conflict management in cooperation 
with German Institution of Arbitration (DIS)

On November 10th, in cooperation with German Institution of Arbitration (DIS), KGCCI invited 
C-level representatives of German companies to a roundtable discussion on current trends in 
the field of conflict management. During the roundtable discussion the results of a recent study 
on conflict management in German business community were presented and different tools 
that have gained popularity within business managers over the past decade were discussed. 
The participants had the chance to share experiences on conflict management and to gain and 
exchange new insights in what best practices are used by business partners. 

KGCCI Skat Tournament 
Fall 2017

Together with Tobias Frey, KGCCI hosted the traditional 
Autumn skat tournament at the Millenium HILTON 
Hotel on October 28th. Mr. Alexander Krah won the 
tournament and took over the trophy from Mr. Michael 
Wille from Tokyo. It was the 85th Skat tournament in 
Korea, a long-standing tradition already started in 1973.
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On December 1st, the annual KGCCI Christmas Dinner took 
place at the Millennium Hilton Hotel in Seoul. 110 KGCCI 
member and their partners attended the event. KGCCI 
also organized a charity raffle at the Christmas Dinner. 
The proceeds of 4,15 million KRW will be donated to two 
14-years-old female Para Ski athletes, to support their sports 
training and living expenses. KGCCI wants to thank the 
platinum sponsors Incheon Free Economic Zone (ifez) and 
SHIN & KIM for their sponsorship and all companies which 
have contributed gifts for the charity raffle.

Gifts for the charity raffle were donated by:  

Bayer | BMW | Bosch Rexroth | Conrad Hotel | Courtyard 
Marriott Seoul | Draeger | Fissler | GBK | Grand Hilton | Grand 
Hyatt | Handok | Henkel | Le Meridien Hotel | Lufthansa | 
Miele | Millenium Hilton | NARU | Nespresso | Park Hyatt | 
Porsche | Robert Bosch | Sennheiser | Sungjoo Group | The 
Ascott (Somerset Hotel) | TheClass Hyosung | Wuerth | Zeiss

Kontakte 

Program 'Ausbildung' turns into second round
On November 11th and 18th, Recruitment Fairs for Ausbildung were successfully held 
for the second time in Doowon Technical College University and Yeoju University 
by KGCCI (President & CEO Barbara Zollmann) together with Mercedes-Benz Korea 
(President & CEO Dimitris Psillakis) and the BMW Group Korea (Representative 
Director & President Hyo-Joon Kim).

A total of 600 participants including students, teachers and parents of an 
automobile major in specialized high schools and Meister high schools attended 
the fair. This was a fairly higher number of participants than in March of this year. 
This shows also the increasing and profound interest amongst young people in an 
alternative career program which converges on-site job training and Bachelor’s 
degree course.

Detailed explanation on the overall program including the purpose, recruitment 
process and benefits of completion of the program were provided by project 
management of KGCCI, the respective project managers of Mercedes-Benz Korea 
and BMW Group Korea as well as university professors. An active Q&A session 
on various subjects such as the working conditions, the curriculum and overseas 
employment followed.

Students could then also experience even more intense and detailed the two brands 
in separate sessions.

Students majoring in automobile at specialized high schools and Meister high 
schools can apply for the second generation of Ausbildung program that will 
begin from September 2018 after passing written examination, personality test 
and interviews starting from April 2018. After completing the course, they will be 
issued with not only college diploma but also certificates from KGCCI and each 
automakers.

The Ausbildung program first introduced to Korea in last September is the Auto-Mechatroniker that focuses on the area of car maintenance. It can be 
utilized not only in Korea but also in overseas when applying for the employment since it is recognized as the same qualification in Germany or in any other 
countries where Ausbildung is introduced. Currently, 86 students of the first Ausbildung generation are receiving stable salary and participating in a 3 year 
curriculum of which on-site training from the field and academic education from collegel are combined, under the full support of both German automakers.

KGCCI Christmas Dinner 2017

Special thanks to our platinum sponsors: Incheon Free Economic Zone (ifez) and SHIN & KIM
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Korea Life 

„Skifoan“ – oder besser gesagt Skifahren ist weltweit eine der 
beliebtesten Sportarten während der kalten Jahreszeit. Dabei ist es 
für Europäer schon nicht so einfach die teilweise steilen Pisten heil 
hinunter zu kommen. Wie beliebt kann dann Skifahren in einem 
asiatischen Land wie Südkorea sein? Ist dieser Sport weit verbreitet 
und ist die dafür benötigte Infrastruktur garantiert?

Seit ungefähr 30 Jahren wächst die Beliebtheit an alpinen 
Wintersportarten in Korea, zuletzt verstärkt durch die Bekanntgabe 
des Austragungsortes der Olympischen Winterspiele 2018 in 
Pyeongchang im Taebak-Gebirge. Insgesamt stehen den Koreanern 
21 Skigebiete zur Verfügung, die sich vor allen im Norden des 
Landes erstrecken - meist nur eine Autostunde von der zehn 
Millionen Metropole Seoul entfernt. Das wohl modernste Skigebiet 
namens „Alpensia“ – Neologismus aus Alpen und Asien - erstreckt 
sich in der Provinz Gangwon-do und dient als einer der Schauplätze 
für die Pyeongchang Winterspiele. Die deutsche Kultur findet 
auch hier großen Anklang. Durch die Eröffnung von diversen 
Unterkünften mit den gängigen deutschen Bezeichnungen wie 
„Alpenrose“ oder „Edelweiss“ kann das plötzliche Auftauchen 
von Heimweh relativ gut eingedämmt werden. Nichtsdestotrotz 
kommen die koreanischen Werte nicht zu kurz: Koreanischer 
Pop, kurz K-Pop, begleitet die Besucher schon im Lift Richtung 
Bergstation und auch bei der Abfahrt entlang der Pisten. 

Das Wetter in Korea scheint perfekt für etliche Wintersportarten, 
da die Wintermonate besonders trocken und kalt sind. Wind- 
und wasserdichte Funktionskleidung ist daher ein Muss, was 
den Koreanern jedoch keine Mühen bereitet und sie in Sachen 
Wintermode den Europäern in nichts nach stehen. Top ausgerüstet 
geht es dann ab auf die Skipiste. Jedoch Vorsicht! Wie bereits 
erwähnt, fahren Koreaner erst seit etwa 30 Jahren Ski, was daher 
Ähnlichkeiten mit dem bekannten koreanischen Autofahrstil 

hervorrufen kann. Teilweise wild werden die Abfahrten gestürmt, 
um die neuen Skier ausprobieren zu können. Der Ansturm kann 
jedoch abrupt unterbrochen werden, wenn noch schnell ein Selfie 
mitten auf der Piste gemacht werden muss. Stören tut dies aber 
niemanden, denn Ski fahren kann man in Korea teilweise rund um 
die Uhr. Bis in die frühen Morgenstunden werden die Skipisten 
genutzt, um den Schwung zu perfektionieren.

Der Austragungsort Pyeongchang bietet ideale Voraussetzungen für 
die 23. Olympischen Winterspiele, die vom 9. bis zum 25. Februar 
2018 abgehalten werden. Über zweieinhalb Meter Schnee sei der 
Normalfall, da sich das Gebiet mit rund 45.000 Einwohnern 700 
Meter über dem Meeresspiegel befindet. Insgesamt werden 102 
verschiedene Wettbewerbe in 15 Disziplinen angeboten, wobei 
Eisschnelllauf besonders im Shorttrack bei den Koreanern überaus 
beliebt ist. Für Sportarten wie gerade dem alpinen Skirennen 
(Ski Alpin) muss die Begeisterung für die Zuschauer jedoch noch 
entfacht werden, was mit der Einbeziehung der Jüngsten angestrebt 
wird - die Winterspiele finden komplett in den Schulferien statt. 
Rund 780 Mio. US-Dollar, 30% des Gesamtbudgets, werden von 
koreanischen Unternehmen gesponsert. Die Samsung Group alleine 
unterstützt die Spiele mit ca. 95 Mio. US-Dollar. Dank diesen 
enormen Investitionssummen sollen nachhaltige Erfolge generiert 
werden. Laut dem Hyundai Research Institute wird der direkte 
und indirekte Nutzen in Folge der olympischen Spiele auf 55 
Mrd. US-Dollar geschätzt wie durch die Steigerung des globalen 
Bekanntheitsgrades, Aufschwung im Tourismus und Schaffung von 
neuen Arbeitsplätzen. 

Skifahren in Korea – mehr als nur koreanischer Pop 
auf der Skipiste?
Lisa Frühstück  

Lisa Frühstück  

Junior Economist at KGCCI
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Media Data

KORUM, the bimonthly magazine of KGCCI publishes articles on Korea's economy, 
markets, companies, technologies as well as on tax, legal or intercultural issues. 
The journal also contains information on the activities of KGCCI and its member 
companies.

KORUM target group consists of KGCCI members in Korea and abroad, decision 
makers of companies doing business with Korea, business associations and relevant 
public sector institutions.

Circulation:  1,000 copies
Language:  German/English
Pages:   minimum 32 (full colour)
Frequency:  bimonthly (February, April, June, August, October, December)

NEXT ISSUE 

Advertisements and contributions for issue 73: Januay 10th, 2018
Main topic: "Medical Device Industry in Korea"

ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Rates per issue, all pages full colour. Prices exclude VAT.

PREMIUM PARTNER PROGRAM 2018
KGCCI DEinternational has launched its Premium Partner Program. If you want to 
become a Premium Partner as of 2018 please refer to our website or contact us at 
members@kgcci.com or korea.ahk.de/premium-partner/
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Das German Office in den Räumlichkeiten der AHK Korea bietet die perfekte 
Umgebung für Ihre ersten Schritte in Korea:

- Zentrale Lage mit einfachem Zugang zu wichtigen Geschäftsbezirken
- Nur eine Monatsmiete als Kaution
- Deutschsprachiger Mietvertrag
- Unterstützung durch unsere bilingualen Korea-Experten

Kontakt:
Hee-kyung Choi
Tel.: +82 (0)2 37804-698
E-mail: hkchoi@kgcci.com

Auf der Suche nach einem 
attraktiven Standort in Korea?

Wir bieten Ihnen mehr als nur 
ein Dach über dem Kopf!


